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With regard to the Text Recycling Guidelines and

Retraction Guidelines of the Committee on Publication

Ethics, a careful analysis of the paper entitled ‘‘Hagihara

A: Deriving the mean mass–density trajectory by recon-

ciling the competition–density effect law with the self-

thinning law in even-aged pure stands’’ published in Vol-

ume 19 of Journal of Forest Research (2014) pp. 125–133

has led me to conclude that the paper was essentially

similar to other 2 papers by the same author (‘‘Theoretical

studies on the time-trajectory of mean plant weight and

density in self-thinning populations. Bull Nagoya Univ For

15:51–57’’ and ‘‘Time-trajectory of mean phytomass and

density in self-thinning plant populations. Bull Fac Sci

Univ Ryukyus 70:99–112’’).

This is clearly a case of double publication, which goes

against the publication policy (Ethical Responsibilities of

Authors) of Journal of Forest Research and Springer. This

is why I have asked our publisher to link the present

retraction note to the paper authored by Hagihara A.

Journal of Forest Research, like all other journals pub-

lished by Springer, prides itself on the publication of high-

quality and original contributions. I offer my sincere

apologies to the readers for this regrettable situation.

Kenji Fukuda

Editor-in-Chief, Journal of Forest Research

The online version of the original article can be found under

doi:10.1007/s10310-013-0393-2.
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